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1. INITIATIVE

KINGS OF THE RINGS

EDUCATIONAL WOODEN TOYS
Promoter: Solidarity Tracks, Greece
Wooden toys for promoting the pedagogical and sustainable toys
and supporting young crafters to develop their skills in this field in
order to create their own business.
This initiative is about establishing an equipped workshop with
socio-educational, creative and entrepreneurial aspect with a view
to help a group of unemployed and marginalized young persons
to learn how to create and fabricate toys for the children which
are educational, modern, sustainable, and ecological and made of
wood.
A few examples: https://drive.google.com/
open?id=1BLMy1MPLLxyA0h2SklWE8PUGpLftBd8L

THE BALANSAUR
ARE YOU READY TO CHALLENGE
THE BALANSAUR?
- Players : One or more players
- Goal : Improve your precision and
coordination with this
ability game
- Rules : Throw the cubes on the
platform. Try and put them
all in a row but be careful, don't make
the balance fall ! The
first player to make the cubes fall loses.

Good Luck !

WIN THE GAME AND TAKE THE THRONE !
Players : One or more, even teams are a
possibility
- Goal : Stimulate your counting skills
and precision in a fun way
- Rules : Throw the rings on the platform
and try to catch the
stakes. The one in the middle counts for
50 points. Around it,
the stakes count for 20 points. The ones
at the ends count for
10 points.
The players or teams play one at a time.
The first to reach 100
points wins. You can change the goal
number if you want the
game to last longer or shorter.

MONSTERS' MOUNTAIN
WILL YOU MAKE IT TO THE TOP ?

- Players : One or two
- Goal : Improve your precision
and coordination with this
ability game
- Rules : Thanks to the two
handles, help the puck reach
the top of the board but watch
out for the holes on your way.

Good luck my lord!

THE CHEESY MAZE
HELP THE MOUSE FIND ITS WAY
THROUGH THE MAZE
- Players : One or two
- Goal : Improve your precision and
coordination in this ability
game
- Rules : Help the mouse reach one of the
cheeses in the
maze. Hold two of the handles to make
the platform move in
order to cross the maze and put the
wooden ball in the hole.

Good Luck !

Good Luck !

2. INITIATIVE
CERAMICS AND PLANTS FOR THE FIVE SENSES
Promoter: Luzanky, Czech Republic
The aim of the project was to innovate and introduce new teaching
methods, alternative educational programs together with methods
focused on individual approach and equal opportunities for children
and pupils with special educational needs in accordance with SEP.
The target group of the project were children with health and social
disadvantages. Secondary target group of the project were pedagogues
of SVČ Lužánky. New teaching lessons were realized in ceramic and
horticultural workshops focused on the field of art therapy and
phytotherapy in connection with the Framework Educational Programs
in accordance with the SEP.
The outcome of the project was methodological material for teachers,
which will help them with the content, motivation and thematic aspects
of their work. Another output was a comprehensive exhibition of all
works created during the project.
https://www.luzanky.cz/Projekty-EU/Keramika-a-rostliny-pro-petsmyslu

3. INITIATIVE
Cuisine: a springboard for the professional integration of women Promoter:
Crefad Loire –France
In partnership with the CIDFF de la Loire, we support the different
cooking groups that the neighborhood associations established in the
Saint Etienne agglomeration have stimulated and animate today.
THEY ARE NUMEROUS !!
We carried out a first “inventory” that Safia and Rahamata, hosted during
an internship at CIDFF, helped us complete. It allowed us to identify
existing groups at:
la Cotonne: led by the Neighborhood House
Montaud: led by the association Les Voisines

Beaubrun: Colorful Delights, hosted by the Babet Social Center
Chavanelle: hosted by Globe 42 and
Montplaisir: run by the Social Center of the White Lady and by the
Numidya association
Shore of Gier
La Ricamarie: led by the association Vivre Ensemble
Chambon-Feugerolle: led by the unemployed group
Chapelon: animated by the lay friendliness
Saint Etienne Center: led by the League against cancer
The objectives of this support are multiple, it is for us:
to encourage meetings and exchanges between existing groups
to value these initiatives and what they generate socially
to highlight the know-how and skills acquired by the women who
participate in these groups to enhance them in their job searches to
support groups who so wish towards a professionalizing approach.
We rely on existing systems and procedures in the area, such as the
Fablabouffe , which can serve as a full-scale test space for groups
wishing to test a canteen / caterer / catering activity or any other
culinary transformation activity in the conditions of a professional
kitchen.

4. INITIATIVE
Curtain flow
Promoter: ACTOR, Romania
“Curtain Flow” workshop with string puppets - a workshop that involves
animating textile objects combined with pieces of wood, using short or
long threads. The workshop was part of the ContACT Festival program.

5. INITIATIVE
Youth Network Reloaded
Promoter: ACTOR, Romania
Youth Network Reloaded program ( Job Shadow Training program) was
developed in Bucharest, Romania by A.C.T.O.R., and has managed the
teaching and instruction of the participants from Finland and Italy about
the clinical animation dynamics we enjoy in our daily activities.
The experience of Alessandro, Debora, Mina and Tarleena during seven
days drive them to the discovery of this outstanding way of education
through new knowledge and non-formal education methods, very useful
for the work with children, in this specific case in hospitals. The volunteers
of A.C.T.O.R developed workshops about its main features and about the
activities can be done to make it real (for example, through origami and
puppet theatre). After this, the participants have had the chance to visit
the hospitals we visit, employing themselves through the activities with
the kids thanks also to the new knowledge acquired.

6. INITIATIVE
Beach cleaning
Promoter: Novo Mundo, Portugal
We can’t save the world at once... But we can change our house, street,
community, city....
Brigada do Mar realized a 3 days of the beach cleaning of the Tejo River in 5 Municipalities between Alcochete and Almada! Two years after
they identified the situation, they managed with the support of several
entities and the work of 50 brave volunteers, to remove the more than
40 refrigerators deposited by the beach of Torrão in Trafaria, and in one
morning collect about 2 tons of waste from this area.
They were supported by the CâmaraMunicipaldeAlmada
The result of these 3 days of the road cleaning in the marges of the Tejo
River was temporarily exposed at the facilities of Lisnave in Almada!
https://www.facebook.com/brigadadomar/videos/503466050258504/
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Luzanky – Czech Republik

Incommon
Gain and sustain –Austria

Welcome to the Template II website in Luzanky. You will find all the
offer of in-service training courses for teachers, which can be drawn
from Templates. It is also possible to participate in other areas of the
project (mutual cooperation of teachers, sharing experiences of teachers through mutual visits, tandem education, ...).
https://sablony.luzanky.cz/

InCommon is based on the fact that culture is a common good which is
built with the participation of all members of a community.
Participating in culture is to participate in the community, having a voice
and being a part of it. To achieve this, we all need to have the tools and
access to the resources that allow the fulfilment of this right.
This toolkit aims to provide all those people and organizations working in
the integration of migrant women, third-country nationals, with the necessary support to promote social integration through culture.
http://www.documenta.es/web/incommon/

3. TOOL
How to create multilingual classes with digital cultural heritage
Non-Formal Learning Centre VitaTiim - Estonia
The Directorate-General for Education, Youth, Sport and Culture of the
European Commission reports that ‘because of the increasing mobility
multilingual classrooms are becoming more commonplace in many EU
countries’. As a result, teachers and schools are encouraged to promote
CLIL (content and language integrated learning) and provide multilingual
resources. Europeana, Europe’s digital platform for cultural heritage, is a
great asset to use for this purpose.
Europeana currently provides more than 50 million objects from galleries,
archives, museums and libraries all around Europe. As well as being able
to retrieve content in an array of formats such as image, video or 3D,
teachers and students can browse the platform in 27 languages and find
metadata in 38.
In response to the demand for more multilingual resources, Europeana’s
initiative in education is continuously increasing its training tools and
learning materials in diverse national languages. Good examples are the
23 webinars recently uploaded on YouTube. In these video tutorials, the 12
Europeana Teacher Ambassadors (ES, FI, FR, GR, HR, HU, IT, MT, PL, PT, RO,
TR) provide guidance in their mother tongue to fellow teachers on how to
better use digital culture in their classroom practice. For a short tutorial,
you can also download the Guide to using Europeana in Education, now
available in 11 languages.
https://www.europeana.eu/en
https://pro.europeana.eu/post/guide-to-using-europeana-in-education

4. TOOL
Communities Communication
Diagonal Spain – Spain
This intellectual output aimed to create a new “language” of interaction
between young and old people in low density urban areas. The starting
point will be the most commonly used emojis in social networks nowadays to create an understanding of how graphic representations can lead
to emotions and emotional coherence in written or text-based communication. The new language should take into account the local needs and
produce unique deliverables to be used and improved from within the
local community in an inter-generational manner. To enhance the use
of this “new languages” several tools were produced and/or suggested.
This output puts relevance not only on the capacity to communicate, but
on the way to maintain and develop a sense of community, belonging
and respect for folk and cultural heritage. Local communities are the new
spring of human communication on the age of digital networking. There’s
nothing as valuable as a second of human interaction.
https://commcomm.eu/the-toolbox/
Example workshop: “emotions-emoji-art” develop in Loja (Spain) by Diagonal España about communication and emojis using art and painting to
express emotions and feelings.

5. TOOL
YOUNIC
Mundus Spain
“YOUNIC is an international project, co-financed by the European Comission, that aims to give the chance to 6 different non profit organizations
from Spain, Romania, Italy, India, Mexico and Colombia, to develop together a manual on how to work with Young People With Fewer Opportunities (YPWFO) local trough entrepreneurial initiatives.”
http://younicproject.com/
http://younicproject.com/younics-final-booklet-is-now-out/

6. TOOL
ME + ntor _ ESC (Romania- Actor)
Methods of facilitation and guidance
Guide soon available on METODOTECA platform, where mentors and youth
workers will have access to quality material.
https://www.facebook.com/MEntor_ESC-100738754737856/

7. TOOL
Shadow Theater – (Romania –Actor)
Shadow theatre performance for disadvantaged kids from hospitals and
social centers
https://www.facebook.com/actorromania/videos/2461733654145453/

8. TOOL
Renewed spaces – Acarbio, Italy
The importance of public spaces lies in their ability to improve the quality
of life, providing opportunities The pedagogical tool about how to re-new
abandoned spaces and put them back into use, created by the participants
during the Training Course. It includes basics about public spaces, a stepwise manual and best practice examples: Educational Tool
https://www.acarbio.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/EducationalTool.
pdf
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Asimenia Hatzipanagiotou
Rosmarino - Greece

Owner of the Rosmarino – Ασημένια Χατζηπαναγιώτου – Asimenia Hatzipanagiotou (Meni)
Rosmarino is a cottage industry which was born in 1998 in a small village
close to Larissa, Greece. Initially, the main product of the workshop was
traditional, olive oil soap with herbs and essential oils. Along the way new
products were added to the range- traditional ointments, herbal extracts,
oxygen therapy balls, scented bath salts and revitalizing spray. Our products
are created according to our values…authenticity, purity, tradition, utility and
quality. Rosmarino`s owner Meni offers workshops for visitors interested in
making natural soaps, ointments while she will tell stories about the house,
life, traditions and its values. If your visit will be around autumn she will also
offer grapes from her small garden. After a small talk here is a little history
of her business and life:
Μy idea was considered very innovative. When in 2000, I had started to
have an income, I heard some comments like “the technology in the Middle Ages”. This meant that we were producing with medieval ways but I
was selling through the technology. All this was advertised too much and
it inspired many others. So, probably, if it was a priority for me, it could be
a very successful business, with some specific limits, of course, we don’t
speak about an industry or a big multinational company...But the priorities
and the occupations made its development more difficult.
The problem is that a business like this, a small family business, is really
difficult to be able to stand in the local market. Because of the fact that all
the businesses today, must have an accountant, one responsible for the
promotion, one for the marketing, one responsible for the communication
with the markets... so I had to do all these things on my own, and this was
the main difficulty. Apart from the fact that at the same time you are a
woman, mother and a socially active person.
Ι did not go through the process of certifying my products because I knew
most of the customers and for all the others it was very easy to learn more
about me and my work. But, after the financial crisis, the demand was
greatly reduced, and I had to certify the products through the European organization (ISO) and now I am trying to expand them also to other markets.
https://youtu.be/NM4BuBOa8yI
https://rosmarino.gr/

Teresa Seirôco - Portugal
Meet Teresa Seirôco craft work that is a member of Novo Mundo team and
has a small and family based craft business, focus on upcycling of fabrics that
are transformed in bags to buy fruits and vegetables without using plastic
bags, aromatic and therapeutic bags with seeds.
https://www.facebook.com/lovetehandmade/

Spirou Matina - Greece
My name is Spirou Matina. I participated in this program because I was really curious to learn how a weaving loom works.
I like it very much, as one part of our tradition.
The previous months, we learned, and I also found it very interesting,
from where the process starts and what can be produced by a weaving
loom.
In my opinion, it is very important and nice and also our tradition is maintained.
This program gives us the possibility to establish a business,
and get the weaving loom into the entrepreneurship and to keep in that
way this nice part of the Lefkadian tradition.

Joana Paula (Portugal)
Meeting with entrepreneur Joana Paula, from Varina, that is a Sustainable Tourism Start up with Social Impact in Almada, especially in Trafaria
and Costa da Caparica Communities, providing e-bike tours, workshops
to cook with Grannies from a Social canter, Social Soccer and Social
Corporate Responsibility events: https://www.facebook.com/varinabikeshop/

Raquel Cabrita (Portugal)
Immaginazione - Artes e Decoração – Portugal
For a long time I have been fascinated by handicrafts, recycling, creation
and transformation, pieces of furniture and household and personal use.
Over time and as a hobby I developed techniques and pieces that I was
offering to friends and family and today I have the opportunity to develop
this activity full time and professionally.
And now my Creativity is in force, in the creation of pieces of furniture and
decoration, and for personal use.
I have pieces created and recycled with creativity and imagination at your
disposal for purchase, rental or exhibition.
https://www.facebook.com/pg/artesedecoracaoraquelcabrita/
shop/?ref=page_internal

Partners
Verein zur Förderung von Kulturaustausch und Nachhaltigkeit - Gain&sustain: Europe, Austria
MONOPATIA ALLILEGGIIS/SOLIDARITY TRACKS, Greece
The Starry Start of Talents Foundation, Bulgaria
Lužánky stredisko volného času Brno, príspevková organizace/“SVC Luzanky”, Czech republic
CREFAD LOIRE, France
Hungarian Volunteer sending foundation, Hungary
Asociatia de tineri din Ardeal, Romania
Non-Formal Learning Centre VitaTiim ( Mittetulundusuhing VitaTiim), Estonia
Semper Avanti, Poland
DIAGONAL ESPAÑA, Spain
Asociacion Mundus – Un Mundo a tus Pies, Spain
Kalkinma ve inovasyon Ofisi Dernegi - Development And Innovation Office Organization, Cyprus
Associazione Costiera Amalfitana Riserva Biosfera, Italy
ASSOCIAÇÃO NOVO MUNDO AZUL, Portugal
ACTOR, Romania
Developement and innovation office organization, Turkey
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